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CHICAGO PNEUMATIC

Since 1901, the Chicago Pneumatic name has represented reliability and attention to customer needs, as a global
manufacturer of power tools, air compressors, generators, light towers, and hydraulic equipment for professional and
industrial applications. It represents products that are engineered for high performance. In addition to pioneering design,
high-impact technology and durability, Chicago Pneumatic means customer value.
Our people start every single day with a passion to research, develop, manufacture and deliver new products that are meant
to meet your needs not only today, but tomorrow as well.
All this has come together because we have consistently practiced our brand promise — People. Passion. Performance.

Industrial Tools
Chicago
Pneumatic
Tools
offers
hundreds of quality air tools designed for
a wide range of maintenance and
production
applications:
impact
wrenches,
ratchet
wrenches,
screwdrivers, drills, grinders, sanders
and polishers, percussive and cutting
tools, and a while lot more.

Vehicle Servicing Tools
Chicago
Pneumatic
Tools
offers
hundreds of quality air tools designed for
the specific needs of the automotive
aftermarket industry: impact wrenches,
ratchet
wrenches,
drills,
grinders,
sanders and polishers, cutting tools, and
a whole lot more.
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Oil, Gas and Petrochemical
Answering CP industrial customers' expectation, we are
introducing a new Oil and Gas and Petrochemical brochure
combining the best selection of CP industrial tools, CP pneumatic
tools as well as Titan hydraulic bolting solutions and accessories.
Per applications, readers can find the best tool recommendation
for bolting, cutting, grinding, chipping, drilling and finishing
operations. This brochure includes the new CP ATEX impact
wrenches as well as the new Titan hydraulic product range
offering.
To discover a complete product offer dedicated to Oil, Gas and
Petrochemical markets, we invite you to download the new
Chicago Pneumatic Oil, Gas and Petrochemical brochure today.

Mining and Heavy Machinery
Chicago Pneumatic focuses on all the maintenance,
repairs and refurbishing operations of the mining
and
construction
heavy
machinery.
This Mining & Construction catalog refers to
heavyduty vehicles, machineries, equipments,
attachments and accessories, specially designed
for earthmoving operations.

Accessories
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